
COVID-19

Virtual Reality Virus Education



Executive Summary

COVID19xr Education - a virtual reality journey of the human immune systems combating
COVID19. This program will educate the youth on the visceral effects of this Coronavirus.
This VR journey will help flatten the curve, and save lives.

Market Need: Adherence to best practices to reduce public health harms caused by
COVID2019.

Project Objective: Provide visceral VR education on COVID19 free for the public.

Investors who contribute $5000 or more are eligible to invest in Jobs for Hire XR - the ZOOM
of Virtual Reality - serving the emerging economy of remote collaboration, education and
experience.

Strategy:

(1) Serve Public health by educating millions of youth with Covid19XR- Virtual Reality Virus
Education

(2) economic stimulation by facilitating remote meeting and collaboration = Jobs for Hire
XR

May 30 release for contributors only.

Contribute: www.COVID19xr.com

Call my cell to discuss: 212-203-9546

Joe Mecca - www.NovaNedia.nyc - 481 Van Brunt Street, Brooklyn - New York
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Strategy

Objective: Provide visceral VR education on COVID19 free for the public.

Audience: 16-35 years age, above average income/social status, professional

Execution Inside human body journey to help combat the virus against immune system.

Features Benefit

Multiplayer Interpersonal learning

Cloud Data Storage Easy access to repositories

Interactive Visceral learning

Photo, annotation, export 2D sharability

data visualizers Scale and size context

Quizzes for knowledge testing Measurable impact

Market with social infleuncers

Viral marketing

Incentivize sharing/testing

Quantity of users, hours, engagements

Quiz Scores and trends

Web hits

Distribution

Key Performance Indicators
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User Experience
Creative

/Contributors of $5,000 or more, only./ www.COVID19xr.com

Technical

COVID-19 is a non-segmented, positive sense RNA virus.

COVID-19 is part of the family of coronaviruses. This contains:

(i) Four coronaviruses which are widely distributed and usually cause the common cold (but
can cause viral pneumonia in patients with comorbidities).

(ii) SARS and MERS – these caused epidemics with high mortality which are somewhat
similar to COVID-19. COVID-19 is most closely related to SARS.

It binds via the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor located on type II alveolar
cells and intestinal epithelia (Hamming 2004).

This is the same receptor as used by SARS (hence the technical name for the COVID-19,
“SARS-CoV-2”).

When considering possible therapies, SARS (a.k.a. “SARS-CoV-1”) is the most closely
related virus to COVID-19.

COVID-19 is mutating, which may complicate matters even further (figure below). Virulence
and transmission will shift over times, in ways which we cann ot predict. New evidence
suggests that there are roughly two different groups of COVID-19. This explains why initial
reports from Wuhan described a higher mortality than some more recent case series (Tang
et al. 2020; Xu et al 2020).

? Image showing evolution of COVID-19 here.

Ongoing phylogenetic mapping of new strains can be found here.
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User Story

A journey into from bat to pangolin to human lungs on hero's journey.
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Development

Prototype for rapid user testing, feedback, implementation lean scrum sprints.

MVP be the end of five weeks.

Scalable across industry, subject matter, and difficulty.

Date: Releases:

April 13 V0.1

More details, such as milestones for is privileged information for Contributors of $5000 or

more get involved at www.COVID19xr.com
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Distribution

Covid19 VR will be available online through website download. People will access this
rproject at home. We've a list of 10,000 "social influencer" contacts we're requesting viral
marketing from (sorry for the pun).

We anticipate a reach of 50 million by the end of April through influencers

COVID19-VR Education will be available as a VR experience for both desktop and mobile.

Free Home prints will migrate the education off the screen to a page, to be shared with all
the family, and as tests to validate the learning process. We will reward sharing tests with
friends/family.
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Budgeting Hours

Line item Hours Person Frequency Total
hours

Script/
Specs

25 Designer, Lead Developer,
Product Owner

1x 75

Assets 80 3D modeller 1x 80

Mechanics 160 Game Engineer 1x 90

Game Play 110 Game Engineer, Beta Testers 3x 330

Application 40 Lead Developer + team 1x 40

Data 40 Lead Developer + team 2x 80

Run Time 50 Lead Developer + team 1x 50

OS 20 Lead Developer + team 2x 40

Hardware 20 Development team 2x 40

Testing 15 Alpha, Beta, Product Owner 3x 75

Deployment 20 Lead Developer + team 3x 60

= 960
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